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Christianity

● The most widespread religion of 32% of the world's population

● Monotheistic religion - Proponents believe in one God

(combines the trinity of the Father, the Son, the Spirit saint)

● BIBLE is the holy book (includes the Old and New Testaments - faith

in salvation)

● Church is the typical building, cross and fish are symbols



Islam 

Muslims Believe in The Quran as a word of God.

There are 25 prophets mentioned in the Quran (for ex. Adam A.S, Isa A.S -

Jesus, Muhammad S.A.W).

There are 5 pillars of islam

1. Shahada

2. Salat - praying the 5 daily prayers

3  Zakat - paying alms-tax

4. Saum - fasting during the month of Ramadan

5. Hajj - going to Mecca



Allah has 99 names.

(for ex. As-Salam - The giver of peace

Al-Awwal - The first, Al Qayyum - The protector

Al-Ghafoor - The forgiver)

Major sins:

1.Shirk-associating something

with Allah

2. Murder

3. Practicing magic

4. Not praying

all of the mentioned prophets

pillars of iman (faith)



Judaism

Judaism is a monotheistic religion believing in one god.

Judaism holds that Yahweh, the god of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob and the national god of 

the Israelites.

Judaism is the oldest Abrahamic religion.

Tanakh is also known as the Hebrew Bible, also known as the Old Testament in Christianity.



Judaism

Synagogue is the sacred building of Judaism is the.

Menora and the Star of David are symbols of Judaism.

The Star of David symbolizes the constellation under which the Messiah is awaited,

it represents the six working days, the center means Shabbat.

It means balance in a life as well.

It emphasizes family, celebrating holidays, kosher diet.

Star of David



Buddhism

● is a set of rules and moral 

principles, for one to attain 

enlightenment ( awakened 

mind ), Buddha is a founder 

● there are 4 rules, 

after the 

fulfillment of 

which a person 

reaches a state of 

bliss- Nirvana   



Signs of Buddhism religion in order :

● sunshade 
● gold fish
● vase   
● lotus
● right-handed shell 
● infinity knot
● banner of victory
● the wheel of dharma             

They connect and bind the person during the spiritual journey.



Thank you for your attention

Resources: 

cs.wikipedia.org

google.com

https://cs.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hlavn%C3%AD_strana
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